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About This Game

Gravitron 2 is a retro styled arcade gravity shooter in which you must pilot your way through some of the most devious terrains
ever devised.

Key Features:

40+ stages packed full of enemies and traps
3D sound in a 2D enviroment
Online highscores
Configurable controls
Stylized neon vector graphics
Bucket load full of particle effects
Dramatic musical scores
10 Achievement awards (Steam version exclusive)
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Title: Gravitron 2
Genre: Indie, Casual
Developer:
Dark Castle Software
Publisher:
Dark Castle Software
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2008
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Yes. More Azel. Whatever it be, h or non-h. I'll take it.. This is an awsome game !
i'm a Zombie Leader now. The DTM 1992 Car Pack will not load for me. In fact it crashes my game. The other DTM packs
work fine for me. Trouble shooting has not fixed the problem. Because of the CTD issues I would advise that you do not buy
this DLC. If you do buy it, be aware that it is only cars, tracks are not included.. Fun and Original, but short.
At least here in Brazil the price is really low compared to the US price.. This is a useful benchmark, and while it was pretty good
a year or two ago, it has not aged well and I have trouble recommending it.

At lower resolutions, it has trouble fully utilizing my high-end rig's capabilities (Ryzen 7 1800X, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti) and it
doesn't seem to fully recognize the hardware, being unable to report temperature or clock speeds. The developer needs to update
the benchmark to keep it relevant for newer machines, and despite the 1440p and 4K modes, it should be a bit more demanding
on the hardware at the mainstream 1080p resolution as I had framerates well in excess of 200 fps for much of the benchmark
sequence, at times exceeding 300 fps. My benchmark result is available here[www.catzilla.com].

Ultimately, I just don't feel it's up to date with modern hardware, so I can't really recommend it. If ALLPlayer updates this,
though, I'm perfectly willing to change my mind.
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Old school beat-em'-ups are always fun, this game follows that specific genre pretty much to the letter and add some other fun
features. Only real complaint - the mechanics of fighting are somewhat over-simplified and could have been a tad more
advanced.. This game is stupid and pointless, but being pointless is the point! I honestly think I got my moneys worth if you're
comparing this against 'Zombitatos the end of The Pc master race'. well its pretty awful since it wont download. Very good,
simple fast RTS-like for evening or two. (5.5h to get through campanies - not 100%). Overall a good game with several parts
lacking. For example in the recruitment page could have a filtering and search buttons based on stats or a particular trait. Also
there is seemingly huge gap between some agents which makes several of them completely useless. In result i ended up using
only portion of the agents over and over again through my different games. Also, spouse seems useless other than eliminating
that agent for that game or that's what i think maybe there is a functionality i haven't figure it out yet.. A clash of clans knockoff
that pesters you to buy stuff with in-app purchases.
cons:

in-app purchases

whenever you try to log out, it comes up with a message that says to like them on facebook. you need to hit no and try again for
it to log you out. literally.

a knockoff with nothing special about it

pros:
the graphics are good. that's it.

3/10, slightly worse than clash of clans.. It's called One Ship Two Ship Redshift Blueshift for god's sake

Buy it.

. I am dissapointed to hear that the multiplayer is shut down, but the single player campaign is epic. It has really intense and
sustained combat. Also, a ton of different vehicles, drones, rc cars and helis. This old game still kicks a lot of newer shooters
asses. reaaalllly worth the sale price... but get it on sale. The campaign is rather short. I've had this game since it was orriginally
released but the updates don't work anymore since it became a steam title. I had no problem buying it again. I guess my disk is a
beer coaster now.
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